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摘  要 

自 2010 以来，游戏化技术的使用和研究大幅增加。在教育领域, 特别是高等教育领域, 有很多很多关于

游戏化的研究。关于成功教学和教育游戏的特征也有很多相关研究。然而目前对残疾儿童游戏化技术的

研究尚不多见。  

   

本文运用游戏化理论和成功教学游戏和教育游戏的特点，设计并实现了移动手语学习应用中的几个游戏

设计元素，使移动手语学习应用更加有趣。实施的游戏设计要素有明确的目标、难度的选择、随机性、

点和层次。应用的目标群体是残疾儿童，使得本论文与以往研究有所不同。   

   

我们遵循严格的游戏化方法，并与特殊儿童教育专家举行会议，以便更好地了解目标群体。用两星期的

时间进行迭代开发。每次迭代后，在实习生公司进行演示并得到反馈。  

   

一所学校愿意参加评测，在论文结束时，22 名有学习障碍儿童参加了评测。对原有应用和添加游戏化元

素的应用进行评价，并对结果进行比较。结果发现，使用新版本应用程序的儿童比使用原始版本应用程

序的儿童的工作量较少，并且学习手语过程更愉快、更容易。然而由于评估的局限性, 可能会影响实验

结果, 例如各组儿童的年龄不同，残疾的严重程度没有考虑，并且参与者只能使用一个版本的应用程序

15 分钟。后续研究将评估这些因素的影响。  

   

关键词：游戏化；应用程序开发；孩子；残疾；Ionic 3  
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Abstract 

The use of and research on gamification has increased substantially since 2010. Most 

of the research on gamification has been done within education, specifically higher 

education. There is a dearth of research on gamification for children with disabilities. 

There has also been much research on the characteristics of successful instructional 

and educational games. In this thesis, theory on both gamification and the 

characteristics of successful instructional and educational games were used to design 

and implement several game design elements in a mobile sign language learning 

application to make it more enjoyable for the users. The game design elements 

implemented were points, appropriate challenge, proximal goals, randomness and 

control. The target group of the application is children with disabilities making the 

thesis unique compared to any previous research. A rigorous gamification 

methodology was followed and a meeting with experts on children with special 

educational needs was held to get a good understanding of the target group. The 

development was done iteratively with two-week long iterations. After each iteration 

a presentation was held for the intern company and feedback was given. A school was 

willing to participate in an evaluation session and at the end of the thesis  and the 

session was held with 22 children with learning disabilities. Both the original 

application and the application with the added gamification elements were evaluated 

and the results were compared. Results found that the children using the new version 

of the application had less throughput and found learning sign language to be more 

enjoyable and easier compared to the children using the original version of the 

application. The results are questionable, however, due to limitations of the evaluation. 

Some of the issues were that the ages of the children differed between the groups, the 

severity of the disabilities was not considered, and the participants only got to use one 

version of the application for fifteen minutes. 

 

Keywords: gamification, app development, children, disabilities, Ionic 3 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Gamification is already all around us; from the points we collect through frequent flyer 

programs to the special offers we get from companies by having a membership. People 

love games and gamification is making many parts of our world more like games, often 

for good. How about an app that turns voluntary garbage collection in real life to a 

game with the use of gamification [1], or an app that turns brushing your teeth into a 

game with gamification [2]? These applications are examples of gamification used for 

good purposes. The purpose of this thesis was to use gamification for a good purpose; 

helping children with learning disabilities learn sign language.  

Gamification is defined as the “the use of game design elements in non-game 

contexts” [3]. It was first mentioned in 2008 but did not gain widespread usage until 

2010 among the software development industry as well as academia. The reason for 

the interest in gamification is its potential to improve user engagement and motivation, 

which can be applied to a multitude of areas in life. However, while gamification has 

already received a lot of attention, it is still a relatively young field of research, and 

researchers are calling for more research to be made. 

Gamification has been used in many fields, including education, healthcare and 

business. The idea is simple: take what is fun in games and use it in other tasks to make 

them more enjoyable. One thing that a lot of children find boring is education. Some 

children are unfortunately disadvantaged by factors that cannot be solved, such as 

hearing disabilities or cognitive disabilities. Children with these disabilities usually 

start learning sign language at a very young age. It is important that these children get 

special attention and assistance so that they can function as well as possible in society. 

Gamification could be a tool to increase motivation for these and other children in 

order to improve their proficiency in both signed and spoken language.  Despite the 

potential power of gamification and need of special needs children, there is a dearth of 

research on this topic. One inspirational study[4] has shown its potential, but more 

research needs to be made. Can gamification be used effectively for children with 

special educational needs? 
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1.1 Background 

The original idea that lead to this thesis was proposed by the Swedish company 

Meepo AB. Meepo AB is a small company in Stockholm that was founded in 2009. It 

is a growing company that moves in the borderland between app development and IT-

management consulting. In 2017, Meepo AB was hired to do a job by a company called 

KenArt Media. KenArt Media is a small Swedish company that produces digital 

teaching materials for people, primarily children, with different disabilities that affect 

their speaking ability. Some examples are cognitive and hearing disabilities. For many 

years, KenArt Media have developed several Windows applications for this purpose. 

Meepo AB got hired by KenArt Media to develop an iPad application based on KenArt 

Media’s latest Windows application and material. At the start of the thesis, a first 

version of the iPad application had been created and launched. Meepo AB planned to 

continue development of the app by adding gamification elements to it, in order to 

make the app more fun for the users. That idea turned into this master thesis.  

1.2 The purpose of the project 

The aim of this work was to add gamification elements to a mobile sign language 

learning application in order to make it more fun. The goal was to make the application 

as fun as possible. The point of making it more fun was to increase the motivation for 

users to use the app and, consequently, improve their sign language learning 

performance. The results of adding gamification elements were evaluated to find out 

if and how gamification can be used to improve sign language learning of young 

children with learning difficulties. 

A recent review of gamification in education[5] recommends that the research 

questions of future research of gamification in education should be structured as 

"whether game design elements G are effective for learners of type L participating in 

activity of type A." Following that advice, the following research question was 

specified:  

• Do points, appropriate challenge, proximal goals, randomness and control in a 

mobile sign language learning application increase the answer correctness, 

answer throughput and enjoyability for children with disabilities using the 

application? 
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1.3 The status of related research 

Reviews of scientific literature give an overview of the research situation of 

different subjects. Therefore, to get a good overview of a subject-related research 

situation, it is a good idea to study literature reviews. From these literature reviews, 

specific empirical studies that are comparable to the current project can be found. 

Fortunately, there have been multiple reviews of scientific literature on both the 

subject of gamification in general, and on gamification of education specifically. These 

reviews have differed in their reviewing approach, providing different and useful 

results. First, some reviews that look at gamification in general are analyzed, followed 

by reviews about gamification of education, and finally a few selected studies that have 

been a great source of inspiration and wisdom for this work. 

1.3.1 Literature Reviews of Gamification in General  

The first review of gamification from a human-computer studies perspective was 

published in 2014 by Katie Seaborn and Deborah I. Fels [6]. The goal of the review was 

to analyze both the theory of gamification, and gamification in action. The result is an 

overview of the status of gamification at the time. The theory of gamification was 

compared to similar fields of study – such as alternate reality games (ARGs), games 

with a purpose (GWAPs), and gameful design – to try and figure out exactly where 

gamification fits in. More interestingly for this thesis, since it is a work of 

implementation and not theory, gamification in action was also reviewed. Rigorous 

database searches for implementation studies of gamification was conducted, and after 

filtering the result to only contain studies with empirical, substantial results on human 

participants; 30 articles remained, describing 31 gamified systems. The review found 

that 26 % of the implementation studies were in education, making it the most studied 

field of gamification. It also found that points, badges and leaderboards, which the 

authors of the review refer to as pointsification, are very commonly implemented 

gamification elements. Finally, at the end of the review there is a list with 

recommendations for future research. There is a large focus on exploration; exploration 

of gamification elements, of validating theory and frameworks, and determining the 

usefulness of individual game elements.  

The most cited review of gamification, with the intriguing title “Does 

gamification work?”, was also published in 2014, by Juho  Hamari, Jonna Koivisto, 

and Harri Sarsa [7]. It only reviewed empirical research, making it an excellent review 
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to draw knowledge from for this thesis. The review categorized studies based on three 

parts: the implemented motivational affordances, resulting psychological outcomes, 

and resulting behavioral outcomes. With motivational affordances the authors of the 

review are referring to gamification elements, which they from now on will referred to 

as. After filtering the studies found in the database to match the defined criteria, 24 

studies remained. In accordance with the finding in the review of Seaborn et. al., most 

of the studies had been done within education. The studies were categorized according 

to the following gamification elements:  

• Points  

• Leaderboards  

• Achievements/Badges  

• Levels  

• Story/Theme  

• Clear goals  

• Feedback  

• Rewards  

• Progress  

• Challenge  

 

It was found that points, leaderboards and badges were the most commonly 

implemented elements, in accordance with the findings of the previous review [6]. Most 

studies were quantitative studies that looked at usage data to study behavioral 

outcomes of the implemented gamification elements, rather than psychological 

outcomes. The review concludes that the answer to the question “Does gamification 

work?” is yes, although with some caveats, such as context. During the review several 

methodological shortcomings were found in a lot of the gamification studies reviewed. 

The authors recommended future gamification studies to avoid those pitfalls. They 

were:  

1. Small sample sizes (around N=20)  

2. Validated psychometric measurements were not used (when surveying 

experiences and attitudes)  

3. No control group  

4. Multiple motivational affordances tested at the same time, instead of 

individually  
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5. Descriptive statistics with no inference about the relationship between 

constructs  

6. Short experiment timeframes  

7. Unclear reporting of results  

8. Not studying motivational affordances, psychological outcomes, and 

behavioral outcomes at the same time  

 

Unfortunately, in this study, shortcoming number one, two, four, five, six and 

eight were not avoided. Number six could not be avoided since the scope of the study 

was too short to perform a long-term experiment. Number eight could be avoided; 

however, studying motivational affordances, psychological outcomes, and behavioral 

outcomes would be too much for the scope of the study. 

Summarizing the main points that both reviews of gamification in general shared:  

• The most common field of gamification studies is education  

• The most commonly studied gamification elements are points, badges and 

leaderboards  

• More exploratory research is needed that test the effect of individual 

gamification elements  

1.3.2 Literature Reviews of Gamification in Education  

The two reviews of gamification in general showed that education is the most 

common field for gamification studies. Naturally then, several reviews have been made 

on gamification of education in particular. Here, the findings of a couple of reviews of 

gamification in education are presented.  

The first systematic mapping of gamification in education was done in early 2014 

by de Sousa Borges, Simone, et al. [8]. The aim of the study was to get an overview of 

the situation of gamification of education. The findings relevant to this thesis regard 

the educational contexts and levels, and the type of studies. Regarding the educational 

level of the studies, the mapping study found that 46 % of the studies were done on 

higher education, making it the most common educational level for gamification 

studies in education. It was also found that there were no studies where the target 

audience were disabled students. Regarding the type of the studies, the review found 

that the most common type were evaluation studies. The most commonly evaluated 

things were engagement, improved learning, behavioral change and mastering skills. 
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Finally, in the same manner as the previous reviews, the mapping study called for more 

research and empirical data.  

Another systematic mapping of gamification was published in the following year 

[9]. It confirmed that higher education was the most common setting for gamification 

studies of education. This mapping study additionally looked at the school subject of 

the studies and the type of gamification elements being studied. It was found that the 

most common school subject for gamification studies was Computer Science and 

Information Technology, and that points, badges, leaderboards and levels were the 

most commonly studied gamification elements. Furthermore, more results were 

positive than negative, justifying more empirical research of gamification in education. 

The review called for more investigation of individual gamification elements in certain 

context for specific types of learners. This thesis will investigate an individual 

gamification element (not yet decided) in a mobile sign language learning application 

(certain context) for children with disabilities (specific type of learners).  

A critical review of gamification in education was published in 2017 by Chris to 

Dichev and Darina Dicheva[5]. It reviewed studies published between June 30, 2014 

and December 31, 2015. The review aimed to get a view of the situation of 

gamification studies in education by observing their empirical results, rather than 

looking at potentials of or beliefs about gamification. After filtering the studies found 

in the database searches based on certain criteria, 63 articles remained. During the 

analysis of these articles, the characteristics relevant to this study that the review 

categorized them by was their educational level, educational subject, type of learning 

activity and implemented game elements.  

 

Educational Level  

The majority of the studies were conducted at university level (44 papers, 70 %). 

Results involving middle school students were only reported in two studies. Since the 

target audience of the application gamified in this study are middle school students, 

the aim will be to use middle school students for evaluation of the changes.  

 

Educational Subject  

The most common subject to gamify was Computer Science and Information 

Technology (20 papers, 39 %). Language, which is the subject of this study, was the 

school subject in only four studies.  
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Type of Learning Activity  

The review found that 21 % of the studies gamified users’ interaction with a 

learning environment, making it the second most common category after course driven 

class/online learning activities. The mobile application to be gamified in this study is 

categorized as a learning environment. During the review of the type of learning 

activity, the authors observed that learning activities with tasks that are decomposable 

into smaller subtasks where performance is measurable are good candidates for 

gamification. This supports that the mobile application used in this thesis is a good 

candidate for gamification.  

 

Implemented Game Elements  

The review found that the combination of points, badges and leaderboards was 

the most common implementation of gamification. This combination of elements will 

not be used in this study.  

To summarize the plan for this thesis compared to the findings of the review; this 

study will be targeting an educational level that is usually not targeted, an educational 

subject that is usually not targeted, the second most common type learning activity, 

and will not implement the most common game elements. In conclusion, this study 

will be a novelty compared to previous studies about gamification of education. Since 

the two general reviews about gamification asked for more exploratory studies to be 

undertaken, this fact supports the need for this thesis.  

This review, confirming a previously mentioned review [7], also found issues with 

a lot of the reviewed studies. In total, 64 % of the results were inconclusive. The two 

most common issues were small population size and short period of study, shortcoming 

number one and six respectively from the list of common shortcomings in the 

previously mentioned review [7]. As mentioned earlier, the short time period of the 

study is unfortunately unavoidable. In line with the previous reviews of gamification, 

the review asks for more studies investigating the effects of individual game elements. 

It also recommends that future gamification studies should create systems that allow 

users to fail without punishment. For future studies of gamification, the review 

recommends that the research questions be structured as "whether game design 

elements G are effective for learners of type L participating in activity of type A." 

Finally, for future studies, the review argues that it is critical to have a complete and 
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thorough understanding of the target group of the learning activity to be able to gamify 

it well.  

1.3.3 Theory of Successful Instructional Games and Activities  

Even though the term gamification might be new, the idea of gamification 

follows a long history of trying to motivate people by harnessing the power of 

video games. Several well-renowned psychologists, such as Malone, T. W. and 

Lepper, M. R., started studying this idea decades ago. In 1987, they published a 

report about how to make learning fun by drawing inspiration from video games 

[10]. Analyzing several games, they established characteristics that correlated to the 

popularity of a game. The most important characteristic for a game's popularity 

was a clear goal. Moreover, they found that proximal goals are better than distal 

goals for increasing motivation. For an activity to be motivating, it also cannot be 

too easy to achieve a goal; there needs to be a certain level of challenge and the 

outcome of reaching the goal must be uncertain. Drawing from other studies, 

Malone, T. W. and Lepper, M. R. theorized that the ideal level of challenge is when 

the user feels that they have a fifty-fifty chance of succeeding with the task. In 

other words, when the uncertainty of the outcome is maximal. The problem with 

achieving this is that users are different, so a task that is perfectly challenging for 

one user might be too difficult or easy for another. The solution to this is having 

levels with varying difficulty, and Malone, T. W. and Lepper, M. R. present three 

ways to achieve that based on their study of video games:  

• Difficulty based on the user's previous attempt at the task  

• Difficulty selected by the user  

• Difficulty based on the user's skill  

In this study the second approach will be used; the users will be able to select the 

difficulty level.  

Crucially, for goals to be maximally motivating, they need to be meaningful to a 

user. Malone, T. W. and Lepper, M. R. list three different ways that goals can be 

meaningful to a user;  

• Goals can be about learning something that is valuable to the user  

• Goals can be in a fantasy that is emotionally appealing to the user  

• Goals can be socially meaningful through cooperation or competition  
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Malone, T. W. and Lepper, M. R. go on to say that curiosity is the primary 

intrinsic drive for learning. They also argue that control is essential to intrinsic 

motivation in games. Users should be given choices; however, too many choices can 

be bad. A maximum number of choices of 5-7 is recommended. In summary, to 

increase the probability of an instructional activity to be good, it should have:  

• Multiple goals that are meaningful to the user  

• Different ways to reach the goals, that the user can choose from  

• Flexible difficulty levels to be suitably challenging for all users  

• Goals with uncertain outcomes, preferably close to fifty percent chance of 

success  

 

Malone, T. W. and Lepper, M. R. conclude, however, that a game fulfilling this 

taxonomy of requirements does not guarantee that it is a good game. It is more of what 

you call guidelines, than actual rules. Finally, even though these principles were 

created with instructional activities in mind, I argue that there is nothing opposing that 

they cannot be applied to gamification as well.  

In their study of instructional games from 2002 [11], Garris, R. et al. reviewed the 

literature and categorized games into six characteristics.  

• Fantasy  

• Rules/Goals  

• Sensory Stimuli  

• Challenge  

• Mystery  

• Control  

 

Fantasy  

That fantasy is a common characteristic of games is obvious. Computer games 

often have a fantasy that players can immerse themselves in. 

  

Rules and Goals  

According to Garris, R. et al., rules and goals are also an integral part of games. 

Referencing Locke & Latham's book from 1991 [12], Garris, R. et al. establish that goals 

that are clear, specific and challenging lead to improved performance. This is 

supported by [13]. Their thinking is that when the user has a goal that they care about, 
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and they notice that their performance is too bad to reach that goal, they will improve 

their performance. R. Garris, et al. also argue that, at the same time as there should be 

clear goals, games should allow for multiple ways to reach those goals. People are 

different in many ways and giving players a choice in how to reach goals in a game 

will improve their enjoyment of that game.  

 

Sensory Stimuli  

R. Garris, et al. also mention sensory stimuli as a characteristic of games. Another 

word for sensory stimuli is feedback, and while it could be stimuli for any human sense, 

the most common types of feedback is visual or audible. 

  

Challenge  

Garris, R. reference a lot from Malone and Lepper's paper [10] when discussing 

challenge. They state that users need challenges that are not too easy and not too 

difficult. There should be multiple goals that are meaningful to the user and have 

uncertain outcomes.  

 

Mystery  

Regarding the mystery characteristic, Garris, R. et al. mean that in learning, 

curiosity is one of the primary driving factors. Cognitive curiosity is the desire of 

knowledge. Tasks cannot be too obvious, and they cannot be too confusing either. They 

list some examples of elements from previous research that can enhance the level of 

mystery in a game is incongruity of information, complexity, novelty, surprise and 

violation of expectations, incompatibility between ideas and inability to predict the 

future, and information that is incomplete or inconsistent.  

 

Control  

The final characteristic of games defined by R. Garris, et al. is control. With 

control, they mean user control in the application. User control has been shown to 

increase motivation; even control over irrelevant parts of a learning activity. This ties 

back to the information about the rules/goal characteristic; that users should be able to 

choose different ways to achieve goals. In this thesis, all characteristics except fantasy 

will in some way be implemented in the application. Since the goal of the thesis is to 
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make the application as enjoyable for the users as possible, more characteristics should 

be better. The reason why fantasy will not be implemented is due to time constraints.  

1.3.4 Research of Gamification on Children with Disabilities 

To the knowledge of the author, only one study has been made on the effect of 

gamification on children with disabilities [14]. The study followed two special 

educational needs (SEN) teachers for one term. During the term the teachers used 

ClassDojo during their teaching sessions. ClassDojo is a mobile application with 

gamification elements, and it allowed the teachers to set up custom badges for the 

students which the students could then achieve for whatever behavior was associated 

with the badge. During the term, the teachers taught seven children with dyslexia who 

were transitioning from primary to secondary school and were between the ages of 8-

12. They found that the badges in ClassDojo increased the motivation of the children. 

They stressed the importance that badges in mobile applications should be 

customizable for them to be effective. The positive results of the study are encouraging 

and suggest that similar results are possible through other gamification elements. This 

thesis will not use badges as a gamification element, making it different. This thesis is 

needed to help end the dearth of research on the effect of gamification on children with 

disabilities.  

 

In their report, Richards, C. et al. describe several issues that they encountered 

during their large-scale project with the goal to combat childhood obesity through the 

creation of a web-based gamification framework called Edufitment [15]. This thesis will 

not be nearly as large-scale as the Edufitment project, which removes a lot of the issues 

they faced. However, both studies are similar in that they target a specific demographic. 

In the case of this study, the target demographic is children with disabilities. Richards, 

C. et al. argue that it is important to understand and work with the limitations of the 

target population. This is supported by other reports [7]. C, Richards et al. suggest that 

for future studies of gamification, experts with an understanding of the target group 

are involved in the process. They had experts involved in their process themselves 

which helped them tremendously during the project. 
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1.3.5 Children with Disabilities and Special Educational Needs  

In Sweden, children with learning disabilities are not grouped together legally. 

There is no legal definition of special educational needs (SEN) [16]. Children with 

disabilities often have low motivation and self-esteem. This makes them an ideal target 

group for gamification. However, despite this, there is a dearth of research on the effect 

of gamification on children with SEN. The overwhelming majority of research on 

gamification of education has been on higher education.  

1.3.6 Evaluation 

To assert that a change has been successful, there needs to be an evaluation of the 

change. Evaluations can be very different, and evaluations of gamification are no 

exception. A common length of studies of gamification in education is the duration of 

a course or a term. A course is perfect for gamification research; it has a clear start and 

end, the attendees can most likely easily be randomized at the start of the course, and 

long-term effects of gamification can be measured. Another way that gamification 

studies in education have been evaluated is during the duration of a class, or as a short 

user experiment [17,18]. 

Mekler, D. E. et al. tested the effects of points, levels and leaderboards on 

participants' performance, quality and intrinsic motivation in a very simple image 

annotation task, which consisted of creating tags for images [18]. In total there were 

fifteen images, and the participants created tags for them one at a time. There were 

four groups of participants; one group's participants had points, another group had 

levels, a third group had a static leaderboard and the fourth group was a control group. 

The groups participants were randomized, and participants performed the task 

individually. Completing the session took about 22 minutes on average, and the 

Intrinsic Motivation Inventory [19] was filled in afterwards. Performance was measured 

by throughput, i.e. the number of tags per image, with more being better. The results 

showed that points, levels and a leaderboard all improved performance compared to 

the control condition, without affecting neither the quality nor the intrinsic motivation. 

The leaderboard and levels conditions had the highest performance increase. In a ll 

conditions however, the participants created less and less tags for every image they 

were presented with. The authors mean that this indicates that the added elements did 

not add to the task's "interestingness". This is in accord with that the intrinsic  

motivation was unchanged. One suggestion to measure intrinsic motivation mentioned 
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in the report is to let participants choose if they want to continue using the application 

after the experiment is finished. This has been done with success in other gamification 

studies [20]. Combined with a self-reported measure of intrinsic motivation, this would 

increase the methodological robustness. In a follow-up study with the same experiment 

[21], Mekler, D. E. et al. also suggest that points, levels and leaderboards are only 

motivating for tasks that are challenging.  

Attali, Yigal, and Meirav Arieli-Attali investigated the effect of points on the 

performance of a math test in two studies [17]. The first study used 1218 participants 

from Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk). The second study used 693 middle 

school students for the same task. The task was a digital mathematics test which took 

about 25 minutes on average to finish in each study. Participants were divided into 

different groups that were given different conditions. All conditions had time pressure, 

and some had points in different ways. The study used response time and accuracy as 

a measure of success. No difference in response accuracy was found in either study. In 

the points conditions, the response times were slightly faster. My hypothesis for the 

lack of significant results in this study is that the points as a gamification element were 

insignificant compared to the time pressure that was present in all groups. The study 

recommended future gamification studies to take the sex of the participants into 

account, since differences can be found between the sexes. The study measured both 

answer correctness and enjoyability.  

1.4 Main content and organization of the thesis 

The content of this thesis is separated in different parts. In the next subchapter the 

method used during the thesis will be described and motivated. Every step of the thesis 

will be presented in detail. The following main chapters are system requirement 

analysis, system design, system implementation and testing, results, discussion and 

conclusions. Every main chapter except conclusions has several subchapters.  

The system requirement analysis chapter describes how project requirements 

were defined based on the knowledge learned from the literature review of previous 

gamification research. The system design chapter describes how the system was 

designed based on the project requirements. The system implementation and testing 

chapter describes how the system was implemented and tested following the design of 

the previous chapter. An evaluation is also part of that chapter, which results are 

presented in the following chapter called results. The discussion chapter discusses the 

results in the following chapter. Finally, the conclusions chapter talks about the 
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conclusions that can be drawn based on the discussion. Every chapter follows in a 

logical order and each chapter is based on information from the previous chapter. 

1.5 Method 

At the start of the thesis there was a need to learn more about gamification. 

Therefore, the first thing that was done was to read a lot of literature about gamification. 

Literature reviews, scientific articles, blog posts and more were read to gain knowledge 

about the subject. This knowledge is what formed section 1.3 Status of related research. 

During the gathering of information about gamification, a method for implementing 

gamification was also found. The work of this thesis is based on that method. It is the 

"How to Gamify" method for gamification design published by Morschheuser, 

Benedikt, et al. in 2017 [22]. It is based on a combination of existing literature and 

knowledge of gamification experts and is the most comprehensive and recent 

gamification methodology available. The method was created by first synthesizing the 

existing literature on gamification design methodology and interviewing 25 

gamification experts. Then 10 gamification experts evaluated the method and 

concluded that it is comprehensive, complete and practical. The steps of the method 

are:  

1. Project preparation  

2. Analysis (of context and users)  

3. Ideation  

4. Design of prototypes  

5. Implementation of a design  

6. Evaluation  

7. Monitoring  

 

What was done during the thesis will be explained following the steps in the 

"How to Gamify" method. However, what was done will be presented in 

chronological order, and it did not always follow the steps of the method. 

1.5.1 Project Preparation 

According to Morschheuser, Benedikt, et al., the most important part of the 

project preparation is to define objectives and the goal of the project. In this study, the 
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goal was already set when the thesis started. KenArt Media and Meepo AB wanted the 

users to use the application more and they wanted to achieve this by making the 

application more fun.  

1.5.2 Analysis 

The second step of the How to Gamify method is to fully understand the context 

and the target user group. Morschheuser, Benedikt, et al. state that the target user group 

is usually divided into personas, but that the designer can decide this based on the 

context [22]. Success metrics should be defined during this step as well.  

In this study, the target group was children with disabilities. Since the researcher 

had very low knowledge about this target group, more knowledge was acquired on the 

website of The National Agency for Special Needs Education and Schools' (SPSM) [23]. 

It was determined that the success of the project would be evaluated by comparing 

the version of KanSerien at the start of the project with the version of KanSerien at the 

end of the project. The evaluation would measure users' performance and enjoyment 

of each version at a school of children with disabilities.  

Considering the suggestion of C, Richards et al., a meeting was booked with two 

experts at SPSM to ensure a thorough understanding of the user group. The experts 

were a study material advisor and a coordinator of design of digital study material. 

During the time waiting for the meeting, however, the next steps of the How to Gamify 

method were performed. 

1.5.3 Ideation and understanding the code 

The third step of the How to Gamify method is to come up with ideas on how to 

gamify the application. The article presents a lot of tools and frameworks for how to 

guide the ideation phase and come up with ideas [22]. One of the tools suggested is to 

use best practices in gamification as starting points for ideation. In this thesis that is 

what was done. Several ideas were developed rapidly with pen and paper. The 

motivations of the ideas were a combination of inspiration from other gamification 

studies and my own extensive experience with video games. At this point the 

researcher believed the best thing academically to do would be to implement a single 

gamification element, and that was reflected in the ideas that were developed. The 

ideas developed were an experience and level system, cooperation, competition, and a 

story. 
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The time waiting for the meeting with the SPSM experts was used to understand 

the code of KanSerien and how Ionic worked, since the researcher had never worked 

with it before. A simple version of an experience and level system was implemented 

but it did not contribute that much to the game. Finally, the meeting with the SPSM 

experts came. 

1.5.4 Analysis continued, meeting with SPSM experts 

At the meeting with the SPSM experts, they were presented with the most 

common types of gamification elements according to a literature review of 

gamification of education [24] and asked to give their opinion about them.  

• Points  

• Levels  

• Badges  

• Leaderboards  

• Prizes  

• Progress bars  

• Story  

• Feedback  

 

The experts had no objections to any of the gamification elements. When asked 

which one's they would like to see implemented, they had no favorite and were positive 

to all of them. One important thing learned during the meeting was that they did not 

think time pressure would be a good idea, since some children had motor disabilities.  

A lot was learned about the target group at the meeting, and the experts asserted 

that the personas of children with disabilities would not differ from personas of 

children without disabilities. No personas were created in this study, however, since it 

was considered to be out of scope. 

The meeting with the experts at SPSM served another crucial purpose. Since it 

had been determined that children with disabilities would be necessary to evaluate the 

success of the project, a school with children with disabilities willing to participate 

would have to be found. During the meeting the experts promised to assist with finding 

a suitable school.  
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1.5.5 Second ideation 

After the meeting with the SPSM experts, it was unclear what to do. The 

researcher had hoped that the experts would have given him more guidance in what 

gamification element to implement. None of the conceived ideas were satisfactory to 

the researcher since he felt like they would only be good academically, instead of being 

the best for the app. The literature review continued and studies were found that 

described how to create a successful educational game [10,11]. According to them, the 

success of educational games depends on several factors. Even though it might've been 

best academically to implement and study only one gamification element, it was 

decided to do what would most likely be best for the application and for achieving the 

goal of the thesis. It was decided to implement several gamification elements. A new 

paper prototype was created which tried to implement as many factors as possible from 

successful educational games [10,11]. 

1.5.6 Design of prototypes  

The fourth step in the How to Gamify method is to prototype the ideas. This step 

is strongly related to the ideation. The prototypes are recommended to be frequently 

tested and improved until it is clear that they will most likely be able to reach the goal 

defined in the first step. 

A digital prototype based on the paper prototype was created in MarvelApp. After 

some modifications based on feedback from the supervisor at Meepo it was approved, 

and the implementation was started.  

1.5.7 Implementation  

According to the How to Gamify method, when an idea and a design has been 

decided, the next step is implementation. Development should be iterative, preferably 

with user testing and evaluation after each iteration.  

The application had been developed in Ionic 3 [25]. The gamification elements 

were therefore, naturally, developed with the same frameworks. The development of 

the gamification elements was iterative with four iterations of two weeks each. At the 

end of each iteration, a brief presentation was held for Meepo to show what had been 

done so far. Unfortunately, no user testing was performed after each iteration.  
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Iteration one – Game Main Menu and new map sizes 

A lot of time of the first iteration was spent on getting an understanding of the 

code. Therefore, there was less implementation compared to other iterations. It was 

decided to first focus on the Game Main Menu, since that was the largest new change 

to the system. The structure of the Game Main Menu view was developed, and the 

sizes of the maps were changed.  

 

Iteration two – Game Main Menu boxes, points and hearts 

A lot was done during the second iteration. The focus was on the backend and to 

get things to work. 

First of all, there were several improvements of the Game Main Menu view. The 

boxes were made to display correct statistics of their respective map. The maps were 

made to have a category and only use objects from that category in the Round view. 

Boxes were changed to display question marks when not opened (not clicked by the 

user) and the box info when opened (clicked by the user).  

Also, the functionality of the next level button and everything regarding the 

generation and displaying of points and hearts was implemented.  

 

Iteration three – Design, Randomness and Firebase 

The focus of the third iteration was to design everything that had been 

implemented in the second iteration. 

The Game Main Menu got its final look with custom icons representing the map 

category for each box with a map and a progress bar in the next level button showing 

the progress of the user with regards to points. A progress bar was added to the Round 

view for the same reason. Support was also added for hearts and points to be put behind 

boxes to increase the randomness of the app. 

Another important implementation of the third iteration was support for storing 

data in Firebase Realtime Database. This was necessary to store app usage data during 

the evaluation. Support for Firestore was also implemented, but during testing Firebase 

performed better and was therefore chosen to be used during the evaluation.  

 

Iteration four – Difficulty view and minor fixes 

In the beginning of the fourth iteration the Difficulty view and corresponding 

backend logic was implemented, which was the largest change of the fourth iteration. 
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During the rest of the iteration several minor features and bug fixes were implemented, 

such as a working death functionality when a user loses all their hearts, configuring 

the app to use the American sign language objects instead of the Swedish ones, and 

building both the original and the new KanSerien versions to an iPad for testing. At 

the end of the fourth iteration all planned functionality had been added to the 

application. 

 

Preparation for evaluation and final bugfixes 

At the start of the implementation process every school for children with 

disabilities had been contacted by email to find a school willing to participate in the 

evaluation. During the whole implementation, contact was kept with the few schools 

that were interested, to answer their questions and prepare the evaluation. In the end 

one suitable school was chosen for the evaluation. The school was located nearby, had 

several iPads that could be used and several children that could participate in the test. 

After the fourth iteration an initial meeting was held with the contact person of 

that school, about a week before the date of the evaluation. The aim of the meeting 

was to install both versions of KanSerien to all the school's iPads. However, during 

the meeting it was discovered that all the iOS versions of the iPads were outdated and 

did not work well with KanSerien. Therefore, the meeting was spent updating all the 

iOS versions of the iPads to the latest versions. The KanSerien versions were installed 

to a few iPads and tested which discovered a few bugs. 

The final changes to the apps before the evaluation were to fix the bugs discovered 

during the meeting and to add code to store all data in firebase that would be useful 

for the result. 

1.5.8 Evaluation  

According to the How to Gamify method, when the gamification ideas have been 

implemented, the next step is to evaluate the changes, 

To investigate the long-term effects of gamification, the best idea would have 

been to let children with disabilities use the application for several weeks. However, 

the time frame of this thesis was too short for that to be possible. Therefore, the 

changes to the application were evaluated with a single test session. The downside with 

this approach is that there is no option to evaluate long term effects. It is one commonly 

mentioned pitfall of gamification that is recommended to avoid [7]. Despite this fact, 
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there are other gamification studies that have employed the same kind of evaluation 

with good results [17,18].  

The day before the evaluation, another meeting was held with the contact person 

of the school participating in the evaluation. The iPads were prepared to be used 

immediately by the children by installing both versions of KanSerien to all the iPads 

and creating a user in each app. Two groups with eleven and twelve participants each 

were created by the contact person of the school. The groups consisted of school 

classes which meant the ages of the participants differed between the groups. Group 

one consisted of class 3 and 4 and had participants between age 8 and 11 while group 

two consisted of class 1, 2, 5 and 6 and had participants between age 7-9 and 11-13. 

Differences in disabilities was not taken into consideration. 

The school had also hired a sign interpreter for the evaluation. After the meeting, 

a survey was created to be filled in by the participants after they had used the app, in 

order to measure enjoyment. 

On the day of the evaluation, the researcher arrived at the school half an hour 

earlier to prepare. Together with the contact of the school and the interpreter, the tables 

were set up as a half circle, KanSerien was written on the whiteboard and the iPads 

were confirmed to be ready. The evaluation was performed one group at the time, with 

all the participants of a group performing the evaluation at the same time. After the 

first group had walked in and taken their seats, they were given a brief introduction 

about the experiment and the application followed by one iPad each with the start 

screen of the game already ready. They were told to play the game for fifteen minutes 

and ask for help if they got stuck. During the time I wrote down notes of how they 

behaved, and the interpreter translated their signs for me. After the time was up the 

participants were told to stop playing and a survey was handed out to each participant 

for them to fill in. The survey consisted of questions with answers on a Likert scale.  

1.5.9 Monitoring  

The final step of the How to Gamify method is monitoring the system. The 

purpose of monitoring is to make sure that the gamified system is working as intended 

and that nothing unexpected happens. Monitoring is very important; however, it was 

outside the scope of this thesis and not performed.
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Chapter 2 System Requirement Analysis 

This chapter first describes what the system looked like at the start of the thesis, 

and then how system requirements were defined based on the knowledge learned 

from the theory of successful instructional games. 

2.1 The goal of the system 

The primary goal of the original application is for users to learn sign language. 

The target population is people with learning disabilities, specifically children. The 

purpose of the thesis was to add gamification elements to the application to make it 

more fun for the users, so they use the application for more time and learn more.  

2.2 View structure of the original system 

An understanding of the original system is necessary to understand the changes 

that have been made during the thesis. The system is built in Ionic 3 which is based on 

views. A view is a screen shown in the application. Figure 2-1 presents a technical 

scheme over the views in the original application. 

The application can be divided into two parts; the map part and the own exercise 

part. The map part contains the Map view, Round view and Result view from Map view. 

The own exercise part contains the Own Exercise view, Select Type of Questions view, 

Select Type of Answers view, Select Number of Answer Alternatives and Questions 

view, Round view and Result view from own exercise. The gamification elements were 

added to the map part. The own exercise part of the application remained the same.  

The views in figure 2-1 have one of three colors; white, red and yellow. They 

reflect how the view structure of the original version has changed during the thesis. 

The white views have remained the same, the red view has been removed, and the 

yellow views have been modified. The first view that the user saw in the original 

version was the home view, which is marked with (START) in the figure.  
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Figure 2-1 Technical scheme of the views in the original mobile application 
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Figure 2-2 Home view 

Figure 2-2 is an image of the home view in the original version of the application. 

It is the first view that user sees when starting the original version of the application. 

From this view the user has two options; they can press the play button in the middle 

of the screen and go to the main menu, or they can press the select user button in the 

bottom right of the screen and go to the select user view. The home view was not 

changed during the thesis. 
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Figure 2-3 Main Menu view 

Figure 2-3 is an image of the main menu in the original version of the application. The 

main menu consists of "books" which contain different types of exercises and an 

illustrative icon. The books in the image of this main menu are lip reading, 

photography, manual alphabet, illustration, listening, sign language and recital. Every 

book has a corresponding map view. The user can choose what they want to learn by 

pressing a book. There is also a button with a plus sign that takes the user to the own 

exercise part of the application. This view was removed and replaced during the thesis.  
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Figure 2-4 Map view 

Figure 2-4 shows an image of the map view in the original version of the application. 

When the user has clicked on a book, they are taken to the corresponding map view. A 

map in the original version of the application consists of 100 map-points. The user's 

current map-point is indicated by being pink. The user can select any map point that 

has been completed or the current map point. A map point consists of a set of game 

rounds. When a map point is clicked the user is taken to its game rounds and the round 

view. This view was modified during the thesis.  
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Figure 2-5 Round view 

Figure 2-5 shows an image of the round view in the original version of the application. 

In the round view the user is presented with a question object in the top, and answer 

objects to choose from in the bottom. One of the answer objects matches the question 

object and is correct. The task for the user is to select the correct answer object. In case 

the user answers incorrectly, they lose a star. The stars are shown in the top right of 

the screen. The user always can never get less than zero stars and gets to retry until 

they find the correct answer. After the user has found the correct answer, another round 

of question and answer objects are presented. The current round and the total number 

of rounds of the map point are shown in the top middle of the screen. If the last round 

has been completed the user is taken to the result view. This view was modified during 

the thesis.  
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Figure 2-6 Result view 

Figure 2-6 shows an image of the result view in the original version of the application. 

In the result view information about the completed rounds are presented. If a new 

record has been achieved it is shown in big bold letters. The number of stars achieved 

are shown. Below the stars all the objects used in the round are shown and the number 

of tries it took to find the right answer for each one. In the bottom there is a button that 

says continue which takes the user make to the map view. This view was modified 

during the thesis. 
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Figure 2-7 Map view with a completed map-point 

Figure 2-7 shows an image of the map view in the original version of the application. 

In this image the first map point of the map has been completed and the values in the 

top right corner have been updated. In this case the user can choose to play either the 

white map point which has been completed, or the current map point.  

 

2.3 Underlying themes of system requirement analysis and 

design 

The largest source of inspiration for this thesis was the theory about successful 

educational games [10,11]. This section presents an overview of the underlying themes 

that guided the system requirement analysis and design of the application. 

 

Malone argued that to increase the probability of an instructional activity to be good, 

it should have: 
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• Multiple goals that are meaningful to the user  

• Different ways to reach the goals, that the user can choose from  

• Flexible difficulty levels to be suitably challenging for all users  

• Goals with uncertain outcomes, preferably close to fifty percent chance of 

success 

• Elements of randomness  

 

Garris categorized instructional games into six characteristics.  

• Fantasy  

• Rules/Goals  

• Sensory Stimuli  

• Challenge  

• Mystery  

• Control  

 

The aim of the thesis was to achieve as many of these points as possible in the 

application. The idea was that the more of these points that the application achieved, 

the more the users would enjoy the application.  

2.1.1 Clear goal 

The main thing that the original version of the application lacked was a clear goal. 

Both Malone and Garris argue that a clear goal is a vital part of successful instructional 

games. Clear goals were added to the application by dividing it into smaller parts and 

adding points as a gamification element. Users reach the goals in the application by 

earning enough points. Malone argues that the users should have multiple ways of 

reaching the goals but due to time constraints only one way of getting points and 

reaching the goals was added to the application.  

2.1.2 Challenge 

Challenge is somewhat interconnected with a clear goal. According to Malone, it 

cannot be neither too easy nor too difficult to reach a goal. There needs to be a suitable 

challenge to achieve the goal, preferably with as close as possible fifty percent chance 

to achieve it. The original application gave the users easier objects first and more and 
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more difficult objects as the users progressed further into the game. However, it was 

the same difficulty for each user. A goal of the thesis was to try and give users of 

varying skills a suitable challenge. A view where the users can choose their difficulty 

was added to the application for this purpose. Also, a system with lives that made it 

possible for users to fail were added, since in order for the game to be challenging, it 

needs to be possible to fail.  

2.1.3 Randomness 

Both Malone and Garris write that randomness is an important part of successful 

instructional games. In the original version of the application the only randomness was 

which objects were presented in a round. This randomness was kept, and additional 

randomness was added in different parts of the application.  

2.1.4 Summary 

To summarize, the thesis followed all advice from Malone except that there should 

be different ways for users to reach the goals and used parts from all categories that 

Garris listed except fantasy. 

2.4 View structure of the system after the addition of game design 

elements 

The functional requirements of the added and modified views are presented one 

by one, along with the motivation behind them. Figure 2-8 shows the view structure of 

the application after the addition of the gamification elements. The views have one of 

three colors; white, green and yellow. They reflect how the view structure of the 

original version has changed during the thesis. The white views have remained the 

same, the green views have been added, and the yellow views have been modified. The 

first view that the user saw in the new version of the application is still the home view, 

which is marked with (START) in the figure.  
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Figure 2-8: Technical Scheme of the views in the mobile application after addition of the 

gamification elements 
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2.5 The functional requirements 

The functional requirements were derived from the knowledge learned from the 

literature review of previous gamification research. The functional requirements will 

be presented view by view and motivated one by one.  

 

Table 2-1 Functional requirements for the difficulty select view 

ID Description 

FR1 A new view called difficulty select shall be added to the application. 

FR2 The difficulty select view shall consist of four difficulties that a user can 

choose from; Expert, Hard, Medium and Easy. 

FR3 The difficulty select screen shall have an option to go to the own exercise 

view. 

FR4 User progress in a difficulty shall be stored if the user plays a different 

difficulty. 

2.5.1 Difficulty select view 

The difficulty select view is a completely new view. The functional requirements for 

the difficulty select view are shown in Table 2-1. 

 

The motivation behind FR1 

A crucial aspect of games is that they are challenging [11]. They can neither be too 

challenging nor too easy. They need to be just enough challenging for each user. 

Letting the users select their difficulty has been suggested as a solution to this problem 

[10], and that is the motivation behind the difficulty select view and functional 

requirement number one. In the difficulty select view the user can select what difficulty 

they want to have while using the application.  

 

The motivation behind FR2 

The reason why it was determined to have four difficulties is that is a common number 

of difficulties in games. One example is Guitar Hero [26]. 
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The motivation behind FR3 

The original version of the application had a button in the main menu view to go to the 

own exercise part of the application. The main menu view was removed which meant 

the button to go to the own exercise part of the application needed to be put somewhere 

else. The difficulty select screen was a natural place to put it which is the motivation 

behind functional requirement number three. 

 

The motivation behind FR4 

The progress in one difficulty should not affect the progress in another. This is how 

difficulties almost always works in games. That is the motivation behind functional 

requirement number four.  

 

Table 2-2 Functional requirements for the game main menu view 

ID Description 

FR5 A new view called game main menu shall be added to the application.  

FR6 The game main menu shall have nine boxes with information. 

FR7 The boxes shall have either a map or points behind them. 

FR8 The user shall only be able to open a new box when the previous one has 

been completed. 

FR9 The game main menu shall have a next level button. 

FR10 The next level button shall display the user's current points.  

FR11 The next level button shall display the points necessary to go to the next 

level. 

FR12 The next level button shall take the user to the next level when clicked if the 

user has enough points necessary to go to the next level. 

2.5.2 Game Main Menu view 

The game main menu view is a new view of the application. It is a replacement of the 

main menu view in the original version of the application. The functional requirements 

for the game main menu view are shown in Table 2-2. 
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The motivation behind FR5 

The game main menu is the most central part of the changes that have been made to 

the application during the thesis. It gives the user control [11], contains elements of 

randomness [10] and a clear goal [10,11]. It also splits of the application into smaller parts. 

A game main menu view is a level in the game, and when a user completes one level 

they can go to the next one.  

 

The motivation behind FR6 

The purpose of functional requirement number six is to give the user control by letting 

them choose which box they want to open. Malone recommends that the user has 

between a maximum of five to seven choices. The reason why nine choices were used 

anyway is because it looked better aesthetically. The boxes are a way of splitting the 

application into smaller parts. 

 

The motivation behind FR7 

Functional requirement number seven adds randomness to the application. The user 

will not know if the box will have a map or points behind it before it has been opened. 

External rewards lower intrinsic motivation [27]. However, rewards that are randomly 

awarded cannot be anticipated by the user and thus does not lower internal motivation. 

The user will feel happy for receiving points randomly. 

 

The motivation behind FR8 

Functional requirement number eight prevents a user from opening all the boxes at 

once. If there was no limit to how many boxes the users could open that would defeat 

a large part of their purpose. When only one box can be opened at the time it should 

motivate the users to finish their current box so they can open the next one. 

 

The motivation behind FR9 

Functional requirement number nine gives the user a clear goal to strive towards. It is 

a central part of the thesis.  
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The motivation behind FR10 & FR11 

Functional requirement number ten and eleven ensures the user knows how far they’ve 

come towards reaching the goal and how much is left. This should motivate the user 

into answering more questions to reach the goal.  

 

The motivation behind FR12 

When the user has enough points they can press the next level button and go to the 

next level, which is a new game main menu view with a new set of nine boxes and a 

new next level button with a higher goal.  

 

Table 2-3 Functional requirements for the map view 

ID Description 

FR13 Maps shall have 3, 6 or 9 map-points. 

FR14 Maps shall have a category. 

FR15 All the question and answer objects in the map points of the map shall be 

from the category of the map. 

FR16 The map view shall display the lives of the user. 

FR17 The map points shall contain either a set of game rounds or a life. 

FR18 The higher the difficulty the less lives the user shall have on each map.  

2.5.3 Map view 

The functional requirements for the map view are shown in Table 2-3.  

 

The motivation behind FR13 

A map view in the original version of the application contained a hundred map points. 

The maps needed to be shorter to fit the new structure of the application. Each box 

could not contain a map with a hundred map points, since that would take too long to 

finish. Functional requirement number thirteen ensures that the maps will be shorter.  

 

The motivation behind FR14 & FR15 

Each learning object used in the application is part of a category. Some examples of 

categories are animals, furniture and food. In learning games and other games objects 

are often grouped in categories, and that was the reasoning behind using objects from 
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the same category in each map. That is the motivation behind functional requirements 

fourteen and fifteen. 

 

The motivation behind FR16 

It is common practice in games for the user to be able to see how many lives they have 

left. The user can adjust their gameplay depending on how many lives they have left, 

making the game fairer. This is the motivation behind functional requirement sixteen.  

 

The motivation behind FR17 

External rewards lower intrinsic motivation [27]. However, rewards that are randomly 

awarded cannot be anticipated by the user and thus does not lower internal motivation. 

The purpose of functional requirement number seventeen is to add additional 

randomness to the application. 

 

The motivation behind FR18 

A common way that higher difficulties in games are more difficult than lower 

difficulties is by giving the user less lives. This forces the user to be correct more often 

to not fail. This is the motivation behind functional requirement number eighteen. 

 

Table 2-4 Functional requirements for the round view 

ID Description 

FR19 The points of the round shall be displayed in the Round view.  

FR20 The user shall get points for every answer that is correct on the first try.  

FR21 The lives of the user shall be displayed in the Round view. 

FR22 The user shall lose a life when choosing an incorrect answer.  

FR23 The user shall lose the progress of the current map if the user loses all their 

lives. 

FR24 The higher the difficulty is the more answer objects there shall be. 
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2.5.4 Round view 

The functional requirements for the round view are shown in Table 2-4. The addition 

of points and lives as gamification elements is a central part of the thesis. The round 

view is where the user gains points and loses lives. 

 

The motivation behind FR19 

The purpose of functional requirement number nineteen is encourage the user to gain 

more points by showing them their current progress. 

 

The motivation behind FR20 

The purpose of functional requirement number twenty is to encourage the user to be 

correct on the first try, and to increase the value of points. 

 

The motivation behind FR21 

The motivation behind functional requirement number twenty-one is the same as for 

functional requirement nineteen. 

 

The motivation behind FR22 

The motivation behind functional requirement number twenty-two is to encourage the 

user to not be incorrect. 

 

The motivation behind FR23 

There needs to be a penalty if the user loses all their lives. A common method in games 

is to make the user lose some progress. This way the user has to replay the lost progress 

and will only pass the part of the game when they are good enough to beat it. In this 

thesis the user will have to replay the map if they lose all their lives. This ensures that 

users only complete a map when they know the objects of the map well enough. That 

is the motivation behind functional requirement number twenty-three. 

 

The motivation behind FR24 

The more answer objects there are to choose from in a round, the more difficult it will 

be to select the correct one. Increasing the number of answer objects is thus an efficient 
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way to increase the difficulty of the game, and the motivation behind functional 

requirement number twenty-four. 

Table 2-5 Functional requirements for the Result view 

ID Description 

FR25 The points of the round shall be displayed in the Result view.  

 

2.5.5 Result view 

The result view is shown after the last round in a map-point.  

 

The motivation behind FR25 

It is important to give the user feedback on their result. If the user  sees that the points 

they achieved is not the highest possible score, they are motivated to replay the map 

point. That is the purpose of functional requirement number twenty-five. 

 

Table 2-5 Other 

ID Description 

FR26 The game shall be divided into levels.  

FR27 Relevant user data necessary to evaluate the success of the application 

changes shall be stored in a database. 

2.5.6 Non-view specific 

These requirements do not concern a specific view.  

 

The motivation behind FR26 

Clear goals are an essential part to successful educational games [10,11]. It is good to 

divide goals into smaller sub goals that the user can achieve. This is common practice 

in games and the purpose of functional requirement number twenty-six. 

 

The motivation behind FR27 

It was necessary to analyze how the users use the different version of the application. 

That is the motivation behind functional requirement number twenty-seven. 
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Table 2-6 Non-functional requirements 

ID Description 

NFR1 Ionic 3 shall be used for development. 

NFR2 Firebase RealTime Database shall be used to store information needed to 

evaluate the changes. 

NFR3 Code readability shall be high. 

NFR4 When the code is not self-explanatory it shall be explained with comments. 

NFR5 The application shall be easily extensible after the gamification features 

have been added. 

NFR6 The game shall be accessible for users with disabilities.  

2.6 The non-functional requirements 

Table 2-6 shows a list of the non-functional requirements. The non-functional 

requirements were based on experience from previous projects and guidance from the 

company supervisor. 

 

The motivation behind NFR1 

Ionic 3 was used to develop the original application which made it a logical choice to 

continue development. 

 

The motivation behind NFR2 

Firebase RealTime Database is a NoSQL database developed by Google [28]. It had 

been used by Meepo before and was recommended to be used by the supervisor at 

Meepo.  

 

The motivation behind NFR3 

The development of the application might continue which means the readability of the 

code should be high to make future development as easy as possible. 

 

The motivation behind NFR4 

Code should be self-explanatory as often as possible, but it is not always possible to 

write self-explanatory code. In these cases, it is crucial to comment the code to make 

future development as easy as possible. 
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The motivation behind NFR5 

It is important to write code that is as encapsulated as possible to make future 

development as easy as possible. 

 

The motivation behind NFR6 

The target population of application is children with disabilities which means special 

consideration must be taken when developing the application. Limiting text use, using 

simple words and having no time pressure are all examples of ways that the application 

can be as inclusive as possible. 

 

2.7 Brief summary 

In this chapter the structure of the original system, the underlying themes during the 

system requirement analysis and design of the application, the view structure of the 

system after the addition of game design elements, the functional requirements, and 

the non-functional requirements have been presented.  

The view structure of the original system was presented with the help of an image to 

give an understanding of the starting point of the changes. It was explained that the 

application can be divided into two parts; the map part and the own exercise part, and 

that the changes made during the thesis concern the map part of the application.  

The underlying themes that were a source for the system requirement analysis  

added to the application were described in general, and their inspiration from the 

theory of successful instructional games were presented. The three themes described 

were a clear goal, challenge and randomness. The thesis followed all advice from 

Malone [10] except that there should be different ways for users to reach the goals, and 

used parts from all categories that Garris [11] listed except fantasy. 

 

The functional requirements for each view were presented and motivated based on 

previous gamification research. In total there were 27 functional requirements.  

The non-functional requirements were presented and motivated. In total there were six 

non-functional requirements. 
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Chapter 3 System Design 

The design of the application was based on the project requirements. This chapter 

is divided into two parts; visual design and design of the class structure.  

3.1 Visual design of prototype 

When developing a system with a visual user interface, it is essential to create a 

well-made prototype that is as close as possible to how the product will be. The design 

of prototypes is the fourth step in the How to Gamify method, coming after ideation 

[22]. The benefit of a prototype is that problems can be spotted early, as it can be tested 

by users to get feedback. When the prototype is finished, and the development starts, 

the prototype is also very useful to aim towards and work as a goal. Even if the design 

of the product differs a bit from the prototype, as is what happened during the thesis, 

the prototype is still useful as serving as a guideline for the development.  

Knowing that a prototype is essential to creating a system with a visual user 

interface a prototype was designed in the tool Marvel App early in the project [29]. 

Images from that prototype will be presented here, and the design of each view will be 

motivated. The visual design of the finished application will be presented in the next 

chapter.  
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Figure 3-1 Difficulty select view prototype 

3.1.1 Difficulty Select view 

Table 3-1 shows the functional requirements that affected the design of the 

difficulty view; FR2 and FR3. 

 

Table 3-1 Functional requirements affecting the design of the difficulty view 

ID Description 

FR2 The difficulty select view shall consist of four difficulties that a user can 

choose from; Expert, Hard, Medium and Easy. 

FR3 The difficulty select screen shall have an option to go to the own exercise 

view. 
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Figure 3-1 shows a prototype of how the Difficulty Select view. In the figure both 

FR2 and FR3 have been met. 

 

 

Figure 3-2 Difficulty Select view prototype 

3.1.1 Game Main Menu view 

Table 3-2 shows the functional requirements that affected the design of the game 

main menu view; FR6 and FR9-11. 

Table 3-2 Functional requirements affecting the design of the game main menu view 

ID Description 

FR6 The game main menu shall have nine boxes with information. 

FR9 The game main menu shall have a next level button. 

FR10 The next level button shall display the user's current points.  

FR11 The next level button shall display the points necessary to go to the next 

level. 
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Figure 3-2 shows am image of the prototype of the game main menu view. The 

squares with question marks are the boxes. In the figure FR6 and FR9-11 have been 

met. 

 

Table 3-3 Functional requirements affecting the design of the map view 

ID Description 

FR16 The map view shall display the lives of the user. 

 

Figure 3-3 Map view prototype 

3.1.2 Map view 

Table 3-3 shows the functional requirement that affected the design of the map 

view; FR16. Figure 3-3 shows an image of the prototype of the map view. The design 

of the map view was largely based on the original system. The additions were the hearts, 
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level, difficulty and points as can be seen in the figure. In the figure FR16 has been 

met. 

 

 

Figure 3-4 Round view prototype 

3.1.3 Round view 

The Round view was largely based on the original system. The additions were the 

hearts, level, difficulty and points as can be seen in Figure 3-4. Kombo in the figure 

was an idea to potentially implement. FR19 and FR21 affected how the Round view 

was designed, and, in this view, they are both met. 

 

Table 3-4 Functional requirements affecting the design of the round view 

ID Description 

FR19 The points of the round shall be displayed in the Round view.  

FR21 The lives of the user shall be displayed in the Round view. 
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Figure 3-5 Round view prototype 

3.1.4 Result view 

The Result view was largely based on the original system. The additions were the 

hearts, level, difficulty and points as can be seen in Figure 3-5. Längsta kombo in the 

figure was an idea to potentially implement. Only FR25 affected how the Result view 

was designed, and, in this view, it has been met. 

Table 3-5 Functional requirements affecting the design of the result view 

ID Description 

FR25 The points of the round shall be displayed in the Result view.  
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3.2 Class structure of the relevant part of the system 

The second part of this chapter is about the class structure of the relevant part of 

the system. The relevant part is the part where changes have been made.  

3.1.5 Original system 

The relevant part of the original system has a class structure as can be seen in 

Figure 3-6. In the original system a User object has a UserWorld object which has 

several GameMap objects, which has several MapPoint objects, which has several 

GameRound objects, which has several MediaItemBase objects. All class objects are 

initialized upon user creation. 

 

Figure 3-6 Class structure of the relevant part of the original system 

3.1.6 Current system 

The relevant part of the current system has the class structure as can be seen in 

Figure 3-7. In the current system a User object has a UserWorld object which has 

several Difficulty objects, which have several GameLevel objects, which have several 

GameBox objects, which may or may not have a GameMap object, which has several 

MapPoint objects, which have several GameRound objects, which have several 

MediaItemBase objects. All class objects are initialized upon user creation.  

Comparing the current system to the original system, the difference is that the 

classes Difficulty, GameLevel and GameBox have been added. They were added 

because of functional requirements number four, six and twenty-six. Since functional 
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requirement four states that a user’s progress in a difficulty should be stored if they 

change difficulty, and there are four difficulties, each UserWorld had to have four 

different Difficulty objects. If the UserWorld only had one Difficulty object the 

GameLevel and all subsequent data would need to be overwritten each time the user 

changed the difficulty. 

Functional requirement number twenty-six states that the game shall be divided 

into levels. The solution to this was to create the GameLevel class and make each 

difficulty have several GameLevel objects. Each GameLevel is represented visually 

by a game main menu view. When one level is passed the user can go to the next one, 

which is a very common game design. In the application each difficulty has fifteen 

levels. It does not have to be fifteen but could be any number. The perfect amount of 

levels was not evaluated or researched, this could be done in future research.  

Functional requirement number six states that the game main menu view shall 

have nine boxes with information. Thus, the GameBox class was created and each 

GameLevel was set to have nine GameBox objects. 

One final thing to explain is that the GameBox may or may not have a GameMap 

object. When the GameBox does not have a GameMap object it is because it has points 

instead, which is represented by an integer. Points are assigned randomly to some 

GameBoxes upon user creation. 
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Figure 3-7 Class structure of the relevant part of the current system 

 

3.3 Key techniques 

The key techniques of this thesis regard the selection of gamification elements and 

design. The implementation was straightforward and mostly uncomplicated. During 

the selection of gamification elements, a process of ideation brainstorming followed 

by rapid prototyping was utilized. Paper prototypes were designed based on the results 

of the ideation brainstorm. The prototypes were discussed with the company supervisor.  

 

3.1.7 Selection and design of gamification elements 

The selection of gamification elements was an important and time-consuming part 

of the thesis. The start of the selection was done in the beginning of the thesis and 

continued.  
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In the beginning of the thesis a lot of scientific literature about gamificat ion was 

read. It was learned that if several changes are made to an application, and then the 

application is compared to the unchanged version of the application, it is impossible 

to attribute a change to any single change to the application. Therefore, the best thing 

to do scientifically is to add a single change and then test it. Because of that, for a long 

time, the plan was to implement a single gamification element. In the early ideation 

phases of the thesis several gamification ideas were thought of. The list of them are 

cooperation, choice, money & customization, story, boss, gather signs and share with 

others, allowing users to create their own maps, experience and a leveling system, and 

categories. The focus was to find a single gamification element that could be added on 

its own. It was decided to implement an experience and leveling system and a simple 

experience system was implemented in a matter of few days. It felt like it was not 

enough, however. It did not feel like enough work had been done for a master’s thesis. 

More studies were read and the studies about successful instructional games were 

found [10,11]. Reading them changed the plan of the thesis considerably. The studies 

listed several parts of instructional games that made them successful. This was quite 

different from all the gamification studies that said that it was necessary to study a 

single gamification element at the time. The choice seemed to be between 

implementing a single gamification element to be able to evaluate the changes of that 

gamification element or implementing several game design elements to try and make 

the application as successful as possible. The latter was chosen. It was chosen because 

the goal from the client was to make the game as fun as possible for the users.  

When that choice had been made, the new goal became to try and implement as 

many parts as possible of the criteria of successful instructional games. The focus was 

to create an application with a clear goal that was challenging and had some 

randomness. A paper design was created quickly, and a more detailed prototype was 

made in MarvelApp. After that the selection and design of the gamification elements 

was finished, and the implementation could start. 

 

3.1.8 Software reuse  

Software reuse is a key technique that was used during the thesis. Ionic has great 

support for modularity and software reuse and this was taken full advantage of during 

the implementation of the changes. One good example is the use of the progress bar 
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that is used in both the game main menu view and the round view. The progress bar is 

an Ionic module and can be put in any part of the application with a few lines of code, 

even though the module itself is a complicated piece of software. 

Another case of when software reuse was done during the thesis regard the boxes 

of the game main menu view. In the original version of the system the main menu view 

consisted of several squares with different types of objects. A considerable amount of  

the code for these squares was reused for the boxes in the game main menu view. The 

game main menu was the most difficult view, and this saved a lot of time during the 

implementation. 

3.4 Brief summary 

In this chapter the visual design of the prototype, class structure design of the 

relevant part of both the current and original system, and key techniques concerning 

the selection and design of gamification elements and software reuse were described.  

The visual design of the prototype was based on the requirements defined in the 

previous chapter. The prototype was created using the prototyping tool Marvel App 

and the motivation of creating a prototype was presented. An image of each view of 

the prototype was shown and its choices were motivated and any functional 

requirement affecting the design was shown to have been met. 

The class structure designs of relevant part of both the current and original system 

were described and compared. The focus was put on the description of the current 

system and each change in to the class structure was motivated by the functional 

requirements. 

Examples were given of how the key techniques regarding software reuse and 

selection and design of gamification elements were used. The selection of and design 

of gamification elements was an essential part to the thesis and much time was spent 

on it. Two examples were given for how software reuse was applied during the thesis.  
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Chapter 4 System Implementation and Testing 

The implementation of the system was based on the system design.  

4.1 The environment of system implementation 

Table 4-1 shows the configuration of the MacBook Pro that was used to implement 

the changes to the system. 

Table 4-1 MacBook Pro configuration 

Model Name MacBook Pro 

Model Identifier MacBookPro13,3 

System Version MacOS 10.13.4 (17E199) 

Kernel Version Darwin 17.5.0 

Processor Name Intel Core i7 

Processor Speed 2,7 GHz 

Number of Processors 1 

Total Number of Cores 4 

L2 Cache (per Core) 256 KB 

L3 Cache 8 MB 

Memory 16 GB 

The development was done in Visual Studio Code 1.22.0 using Ionic 3.8.0. Figure 

4-1 shows the inspect tool of Google Chrome version 65.0.3325.181 which was used 

to test the changes. Working in this way was very efficient and meant that changes 

could be tested immediately with ease. Debugging was also very simple which greatly 

simplified and sped up the implementation process. 
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Figure 4-1 Testing environment in Google Chrome using the inspection tool  

4.2 Key program flow charts 

In this section the user flow chart of the application is presented. It is separated 

into two parts for clarity since it did not fit on one page otherwise. Figure 4-2 presents 

the first part of the user flow chart. The columns represent a view in the application, 

except the column box checks which is used to make it clearer to read the logic with 

opening boxes in the main game menu. The logic with opening boxes is the most 

interesting and complicated part of the first flow chart. When the user selects a box, it 

is first checked if it is opened or not. If the box is not opened it is checked if it can be 

opened. A box can be opened if no other box is opened, or if every opened map has 

been completed. If the box can be opened it is opened, and if it cannot be opened it is 

not opened. If the user selects a box that is opened, it is checked it if contains a map, 

points or is empty. If it contains a map the map is opened, and the flow continues into 

the second part of the user flow chart, if it contains points the points are collected and 

if it is empty nothing happens. 

The point of the system of only having one box active and opened at the time is 

to prevent a user from spam-opening all the boxes, which would defeat their purpose. 

The purpose of the boxes is to give the user choice and surprise. The user can choose 

which box to open but is random what they will find inside. They can be rewarded with 

a huge point bonus, or they can get a map that they have to complete.  

Figure 4-3 presents the second part of the user flow char. The End box of the first 

flow chart is the Start box of the second flow chart. The second part of the flow chart 

is about the map and round view; a central part of the application. The user can only 
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open map points which are available. A map points is available if it has been completed 

previously or if it is the next map point to be completed. In the Round view objects are 

presented and the user is tasked with selecting the correct answer alternative. If the 

user chooses the correct answer they get points, but if they choose an incorrect answer 

they lose a heart. Reset map in the Check death column means that all the map points 

are set to uncompleted, so the user will have to replay them. The objects are still the 

same, however. The End box of the second flow chart returns to the Show main game 

menu box in the first flow chart, which explains how the game continues if the user 

loses all their hearts. 

 

Figure 4-2 First part of the app use flow 
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Figure 4-3 Second part of the app use flow 

4.3 Key Interfaces of the software system 

All relevant user interfaces of the current system are presented here one by one.  
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Figure 4-4 Difficulty select view 

4.3.1 Difficulty Select view 

Figure 4-4 shows the current version of the difficulty select view. All the 

functional requirements of the difficulty select view (FR1-FR4) have been 

implemented. From top to bottom the words translate to “Difficulty, Easy, Medium, 

Hard, Expert”. Colors were used to indicate the difficulty since many of the children 

have reading-difficulties. Green represents easy and red represents difficult. This is 

common in game design and other types of design. 
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Figure 4-5 Game Main Menu view 

4.3.2 Game Main Menu view 

Figure 4-5 shows the current version of the game main menu view. All the 

functional requirements of the game main menu (FR5-FR12) have been implemented. 

In this picture none of the boxes have been opened. A box represented by a question 

mark shows that is it not opened. The progress bar at the bottom indicates to the user 

how many points are necessary to get to the next level. It is a clear goal that the user 

can work towards and get motivated by. A progress bar is simple to understand for 

everyone, including children with cognitive disabilities. 
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Figure 4-6 Map view 

4.3.3 Map view 

Figure 4-6 shows the current version of the map view. FR13-FR16 and FR18 have 

been implemented. FR17 has not been implemented due to time constraints. A map 

point currently always contains a set of game rounds. The map view is very similar 

to the original version. Hearts, points and an icon representing the category of the 

map have been added.  
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Figure 4-7 Round view 

4.3.4 Round view 

Figure 4-7 shows the current version of the round view. All the functional 

requirements of the Round view (FR19-FR24) have been implemented. The round 

view is similar to the original version of the application except that points and hearts 

have been added. The power of Ionics modularity was used here to reuse the progress 

bar in the game main menu. This was also mentioned in section 3.1.8 Software reuse. 

Once again, the progress bar is simple to understand for everyone, including children 

with cognitive disabilities. 
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Figure 4-8 Result view 

4.3.5 Result view 

Figure 4-8 shows the current version of the result view. The functional 

requirement of the result view (FR25) has been implemented. It is very similar to the 

original version of the application. 

4.4 System Testing 

The system was continuously tested manually through the inspection tool of 

Google Chrome. No software tests had been written before the start of the thesis and 

none were written during the thesis. However, during the evaluation session the users 

used the application and usability testing was performed.  
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4.4.1 Evaluation 

Materials 

Applications 

The two versions of the applications that have been described in this report were used 

during the evaluation; the old version of the application without added gamification 

elements, and the current version of the application with added gamification elements.  

 

iPads 

The iPads used were the school’s own iPads which the participants were very used to.  

 

Measurements 

Performance was measured in two ways; the number of questions that each participant 

answered, and how often they answered correctly. A survey was also answered by each 

participant after the evaluation.   

 

Participants 

The participants came from a school for children with learning disabilities. A total of 

23 children participated in the study. The contact person of the school created two 

groups with about the same number of participants. The contact person of the school 

decided that children from the same grade needed to be in the same group to avoid 

conflicts. Group one had 11 participants and consisted of children from third and fourth 

grade with ages between 8-11 years old. Group two had 12 participants and consisted 

of children from first, second, fifth and sixth grade with ages between 7-9 and 11-13 

years old. The groups were put together this way to make them as equal as possible 

while still putting children from the same grade in the same group.  

 

Procedure 

A sign language translator was present during the evaluation to translate everything 

between me and the children. The evaluation was held in a classroom, and tables were 

put in a half circle facing the whiteboard with KanSerien written on it. The first group 

was brought inside the classroom and took seats at the tables. I briefly described why 

I was there and what they were supposed to do. I told them they would use an iPad 
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application for fifteen minutes and then answer a short survey. Then iPads were handed 

out to each participant with the starting screen of the game already active. For the next 

fifteen minutes notes were written down of how the participants behaved while using 

the application, with the help of the interpreter translating their signs. If a participant 

got stuck in the application, they received help with solving their problem. After fifteen 

minutes had passed the participants put down their iPads and were given a survey. 

After the surveys had been completed they were collected and the participants left the 

room. The same procedure was then repeated for the second group. 

4.5 Brief summary 

In this chapter the environment of system implementation, the use flow chart, the 

key program interfaces and the evaluation were presented. The environment of system 

implementation was a highly effective with great debugging capabilities which 

simplified and sped up the development process. The use flow chart was split up into 

two parts for clarity and then described. The key program interfaces were presented 

one by one and it was explained which functional requirements had been implemented 

and which had not been implemented. In total all functional requirements except 

functional requirement number 17 have been implemented. System testing was also 

mentioned and the evaluation was described in detail.   
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Chapter 5 Results 

This chapter presents the results retrieved from the evaluation session.  

5.1 App usage 

Table 5-1 presents the app-usage results of each participant. Group 1 was the 

control group (old version of the application) and group 2 was the experimental group 

(current version of the application). 

Grubb's test was used on both groups to detect outliers. One outlier in group 1, 

with much less answers than the rest of the group, was detected and removed. No 

outlier in group 2 was detected. Figure 5-1 shows the distribution of total answers for 

each participant in both groups with the outlier in group 1 removed. The range of total 

answers in group 1 spans from 61 to 90 total answers. The same range in group 2 is 

wider and spans from 25 to 87 total answers. Table 5-2 presents the mean results of 

response accuracy and total answers. The mean total answers of group 1 was 74.5 

which was significantly higher than the mean total answers of group 2 which was 57.3 

(p < .05). There was no significant difference in the response accuracy.  

Table 5-1 App-usage results of each participant 

Correct answers Incorrect answers Total answers Accuracy 

Group 1 

13* 3* 16* .813* 

60 23 83 .723 

59 15 74 .797 

53 17 70 .757 

45 26 71 .634 

53 8 61 .869 

60 23 83 .723 

46 18 64 .719 

51 19 70 .729 

66 13 79 .835 

73 17 90 .811 
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Table 5-1 (Continued) 

Correct answers Incorrect answers Total answers Accuracy 

Group 2 

43 8 51 .843 

72 7 79 .911 

19 6 25 .760 

50 14 64 .781 

39 12 51 .765 

38 25 63 .603 

72 10 82 .878 

55 8 63 .873 

28 7 35 .800 

67 20 87 .770 

29 17 46 .630 

33 9 42 .786 

*Grubb's outlier 

 

 

Table 5-2 Response accuracy and total answers 

Group N Accuracy Total answers 

M SD M SD 

1 10 .760 .069 74.5 9.13 

2 12 .783 .093 57.3 19.20 

Nine out of the twelve (75 %) of children in group 2 opened the boxes from top left to 

bottom right, in the same way as Swedish and many other languages are read. In group 

1 five participants sometimes or always replayed for stars (45 %). In group 2 that 

number was three participants (25 %). In group two five of the participants tried to 

play on the expert difficulty (42 %) and three participants explored all the difficulties 

(25 %). 
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Figure 5-1 Distribution of total answers 

5.2 Survey 

Table 5-3 shows the questions and results of the survey. The questions have been 

translated from Swedish to English. All participants did not answer every survey 

question. The reason for this is explained in the discussion chapter. Four questions of 

the survey were answered by nine participants from group 1 and fourteen participants 

from group 2, but five questions of the survey were answered by only five participants 

from group 1 and thirteen participants from group 2. Group 2 had a significant higher 

result than group one on question four and five (p < .05). There were no other 

significant differences.  
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Table 5-3 Translated survey questions and results 

# Question Group 1  Group 2 

M SD M SD 

N = 9 N = 14 

1 I thought KanSerien was... 

(very funny, fun, in between, 

boring, very boring) 

3.78  1.64 4.14 0.86 

2 I enjoyed using KanSerien. 

(Strongly agree, Slightly 

agree, Neutral, Disagree, 

Strongly disagree) 

4.00 1.32 4.21 1.31 

3 I understood how to use 

KanSerien. (Strongly agree, 

Slightly agree, Neutral, 

Disagree, Strongly disagree) 

4.67  0.70 4.71 0.83 

9 Circle the smiley that best 

describes how it felt when 

you used 

KanSerien.(Horrible, Not 

Good, Good, Very Good, 

Fantastic) 

4.22 1.30 4.14 1.03 

  N = 5 N = 13 

4 Using KanSerien was... 

(very easy, easy, in between, 

difficult, very difficult) 

3.60 1.14 4.54 0.52 

5 I enjoyed using KanSerien to 

learn sign language. 

(Strongly agree, Slightly 

agree, Neutral, Disagree, 

Strongly disagree) 

3.80 0.83 4.70 0.48 
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Table 5-3 (Continued) 

# Question Group 1  Group 2 

M SD M SD 

N = 5 N = 14 

6 KanSerien was good for 

learning sign language. 

(Strongly agree, Slightly 

agree, Neutral, Disagree, 

Strongly disagree) 

4.20 1.30 4.62 0.65 

7 I want to use KanSerien in 

the future. (Absolutely, 

Probably, Perhaps, Probably 

not, Never) 

4.80 0.45 4.15 1.14 

8 If I had KanSerien I would 

use it. (Absolutely, 

Probably, Perhaps, Probably 

not, Never) 

4.20 0.84 3.77 1.24 
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Chapter 6 Discussion 

 This chapter discuss the critical parts of the thesis. The results, method, evaluation 

are discussed. The work in a wider perspective is also discussed. 

6.1 Results 

The validity of the result has several issues. One issue is that all the participants 

in each group performed the evaluation at the same time, in the same room. This made 

it impossible to observe all the reactions that were made during the use of the 

applications. Also, it meant that participants affected each other. Another issue is that 

the participants only got to use the application for fifteen minutes. This was very short 

which makes differences between the applications difficult to show. These issues could 

not be avoided due to limitations of the school. More issues are brought up in the 

discussion about the method. 

6.1.1 App usage 

The only significant result of the app usage was that group 1 (control group) had 

a higher amount of mean total answers than group 2 (experimental group). This is the 

opposite result of the goal of the thesis. One possible reason why group 2 had a higher 

amount of mean total answers than group 1 is because the participants in group 1 spent 

more time on exploring the application. The original version had no support for any 

type of exploration. In the new version the users spent time exploring different 

difficulties and several users spent a lot of time going back and forth between different 

difficulties to open new boxes. This fits with theory about different gaming personas. 

6.1.2 Survey 

First of all, there were several problems with the survey. All participants did not 

answer all the survey questions. In particular, questions four to eight were not 

answered by several of the participants. This was because they were on the back of the 

first page of the survey.  

There were two questions of the survey with significant differences between the 

groups. Group 1 (experimental group) had a higher result than group 2 (control group) 

on question number four and five. Question four was “Using KanSerien was... (very 

easy, easy, in between, difficult, very difficult)” and question five was “I enjoyed using 
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KanSerien to learn sign language. (Strongly agree, Slightly agree, Neutral, Disagree, 

Strongly disagree)”. 

This could lead one to believe that the experimental version of KanSerien is easier 

to use and more enjoyable for learning sign language than the control version. However, 

even though there was a significant difference in the responses between group 1 and 

group 2 for these two questions, it is not certain that is because the experimental 

version of KanSerien was easier to use and more enjoyable for learning sign language 

than the control version. The difference could be because of other things. It is always 

important when surveying children to try and be very aware of the language being used 

[30]. Children can interpret language in a way that was not intended by the survey. This 

is what I believe happened with question number four. The question was if KanSerien 

was easy to use, a common question used in surveying the usability of a system. 

However, in the case of this study, I believe that the reason why the experimental 

version got a significantly higher result on this question compared to the control 

version is not because the experimental version was easier to use. Instead, I believe it 

is because the experimental version had a difficulty selection view with difficulties 

that the users could select from; easy, medium, hard, expert, and the children 

associated that choice of difficulty with the answer to question number four. Thus, it 

is not certain that the experimental version of KanSerien is easier to use than the 

control version of KanSerien. 

Regarding question number five however, there is no similar explanation. The 

survey shows that the children enjoyed the experimental version more than the control 

version. This is a great result since enjoyment has been shown to correspond with 

acquired knowledge [31].  

6.2 Method 

The How to Gamify method was very good and worked well. The steps in the 

method are logical and worked well for this thesis. The biggest issue with the 

methodology during this thesis was the lack of user testing. The How to Gamify method 

recommends user testing after each iteration and this is something that should 

definitely have been done to gain user input earlier in the process. The problem was 

that it was very difficult to get access to the target audience, children with disabilities, 

for testing. Since it was so difficult to test the application on children with disabilities, 

perhaps it should have been tested on people without disabilities instead, maybe even 

co-workers.  
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Another big issue is that so many changes were made to the application that it is 

impossible to say which change contributed to what. Almost all gamification research 

calls for individual gamification elements to be tested in studies and that was the plan 

in the beginning of the thesis. However, my mind was changed when I read papers 

about successful educational games [10,11]. Then it became a choice between making 

the app as good as possible for the children or adding one gamification element for 

scientific purposes. I decided to focus on making the application as good as possible 

for the children. That is why several gamification elements were added to the 

application. 

Throughout the thesis and especially during the literature review in the beginning 

of the thesis I have had a very high level of source criticism. I have used well-cited 

sources and read articles with greatly varying views on gamification. It was important 

for me to try and understand as much as I could about all views of gamification and its 

implications. Newer and more well-cited studies were prioritized during the literature 

review. 

Replicability is crucial for scientific studies and the method section 1.5 has been 

written so that the study can be replicated in its entirety. Less fortunately however, the 

evaluation was done in such a way the reliability of the results is not very high. The 

biggest problem with the evaluation was the formation of the two groups. The 

participants were not randomized, since the teachers said that some children did not 

work well together. Instead group 1 consisted of children from class three and four, 

and group 2 consisted of children from class one, two, five and six. This means the 

ages of the children were different between the groups. Additionally, the children had 

a wide variety of disabilities. Some children only had minor hearing disabilities, while 

other children had severe cognitive disabilities, limiting them far more when using the 

application. The disabilities of the children were not considered during the evaluation; 

neither during the creation of the groups nor during the use of the application. If the 

same study was done the exact same way again, the results might be very different. 

This means the reliability of the method and results is low, and consequently the 

validity of the results is also low, since the validity cannot be high if the reliability is 

low. 

6.3 The work in a wider perspective 

There are several aspects to touch upon when considering the wider perspective 

of this work. First of all, there is much research concerned with gamifying an 
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application by adding external rewards. Points, which are considered an external 

reward, were added to the application in this thesis. External rewards have been proven 

to decrease the internal motivation of people. In this case, that means children with a 

high internal motivation to learn sign language could have had that motivation reduced 

by receiving points for the correct answer. However, there is no risk of adding external 

rewards to a person for a task where the person has low or no internal motivation. The 

reason why points were added anyway is because it was recommended in the studies 

describing how to create successful educational games.  

Another interesting topic is the use of gamification features at all. How does it 

affect society when elements that are designed to use the innate weaknesses of people’s 

minds to make them do whatever the designer wishes are added to mobile applications? 

Today more than 80 % of Americans own smartphones and the number keeps rising. 

Applications are designed to be as addictive as possible and smartphone addiction is a 

rising problem in today's society. The goal with gamification elements is ultimately to 

make users use the application more. But is it good for society if people spend more 

time using applications on smartphones? My answer would be that it is good if the goal 

of the application is good, and bad if the goal of the application is bad. In this thesis 

the goal of the application was to teach users sign language. I believe this is a good 

goal, and in this case gamification elements can ethically be used to make the users 

use the application more. One examples of applications that I would argue have bad 

goals are online casinos, and I would argue that it is unethical to add gamification 

features to those applications. It has been shown that there is a significant positive 

correlation between smartphone addiction and depression [32], which could be used to 

argue that any form of gamification is unethical. Further studies are necessary to 

investigate if and how smartphone addiction causes depression.  
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Conclusions 

This thesis has attempted to fill a gap within gamification research. It took 

KanSerien, an iPad application developed for helping children with learning 

disabilities learn sign language built in Ionic and added gamification elements to it to 

make it more fun and enjoyable for the users, with the purpose of making the users 

play longer and learn more. The result is a new version of KanSerien which Meepo 

AB can use to further test on users and keep selected parts of.  

The results of the evaluation showed three statistically significant results; the 

experimental group had a lower average of number of answered questions, thought the 

application was easier to use and enjoyed using KanSerien more to learn sign language, 

compared to the control group. However, these results are not reliable due to 

limitations of the evaluation.  

It can be concluded that gamification is an effective tool to use on children with 

disabilities, and researches should not shy away from using it on this group. Another 

conclusion that can be drawn from this thesis is that it is important to always user test 

changes early in development. 

More research on this topic needs to be made; especially longer studies with more 

access to children with disabilities that can measure the long-term effects of 

gamification on children with disabilities. 
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